
HOW TO WRITE A REPORT ENGLISH LANGUAGE GCSE PAST

Fantastic PowerPoint on writing a GRADE 9 REPORT. Also comes with a podcast from an examiner. The resource
looks at the following.

The purpose is usually to provide the reader with relevant information in an ordered way. Language The
language in a report is objective. AO5- key skills Use of clear writing structure; coherence Effective choice of
language and tone for the task Consideration of form, content, voice and structure. You could include: reasons
why schools benefit from fundraising your suggestions for events Fundraising at Frecklewood The
Frecklewood Donkey Sanctuary is a charity that cares for rescued and unwanted donkeys. The focus is on a
comparison of the ideas in the texts in light of the statement. Ultimately the benefits of fundraising events are
huge. Students learn to think about people other than themselves and learn about different causes. Funds could
be raised from ticket sales in advance and also from raffles, duck races and other fun events on the day.
Examiners are NOT looking for the inclusion of subject terminology without any explanation aka feature
spotting. AO6- key skills Ambitious use of vocabulary and sentence structures Accuracy of spelling and use of
grammatical structures The effective use of structure is important in order for students to hit both AOs
effectively. Writing assessments The writing tasks are worth 40 marks with the marks split between AO5 24
marks and AO6 16 marks. Students have opportunities to develop team working and leadership skills. The
writer focuses on each of the bullet points from the question in turn and develops these. We hope that our
answers to your frequently asked questions helps to refine your teaching approaches and ensure your students
are well prepared as they can be. The tasks will always be to produce a non-fiction text for a specific audience
and one of two the tasks will always link to section A of the paper. The sanctuary is based a mile away from
Frecklewood Academy and the school has a long history of partnership, having sent many year 10 students
there for work experience week. The first and second bullet points in the question are linked to AO4 and
require students to show an understanding of what the writers are saying about freedom and personal beliefs in
the Component 1 SAM, for example i. The comparison of ideas can include similarities or differences. This
will encourage them to work collaboratively, creatively and independently. Non-fiction There is no definitive
list of possible non-fiction texts that may be included in the exam. Writing a report Structure A report is highly
factual and informs the reader rather than trying to make them feel or react in a particular way. Submit your
comments below, and if you would like to get in touch with us then please email us via english ocr.
Conventionally, a report is written in Standard English and presents the topic precisely. The third bullet point
in Question 4 is linked to AO3. Staff and students often work together on these projects. Teams of students
could be responsible for different aspects of the organisation and promotion. Whichever approach
Frecklewood Academy takes, the charity, students and staff are all set to benefit. This may include some
elements of language analysis to support points, but it is not an in depth look at the use of language and
structure as in Question 3. Useful assessment feedback and tips are also available in our Examiners Report.


